
Rehabilitate Lee Drive Entrance at Lafayette Boulevard (US Route 1 Business) 
Photos 

 

 
Looking south along Lafayette Boulevard. Note the large oak tree to the left. It’s companion on 
the south end of the Lee Drive triangle was removed a few years ago and will be replace with a 

new planting, its location indicated by the orange arrow. 
 

 
The existing Lee Drive entrance sign will be removed and replaced by a larger stone and 

concrete marquee entrance sign 



 
Looking south along Lafayette Boulevard. With the planned realignment of the road slightly to 
the west, the new marquee entrance sign will go on city land where the current road is located 

(orange arrow). 
 

 
Looking southwest along the south arm of the Lee Drive entrance. The new pedestrian trail will 
connect with a new crosswalk on Lafayette Boulevard and will cross the Lee Drive triangle to 

the Coolidge Dedication Monument (yellow line). Wood or recycled wood bollards will be 
installed on the inside of the south arm, along the edge of the pavement (orange arrows). 

 



 
Looking southwest from the Coolidge Dedication Monument. The new pedestrian trail will 

connect with a new crosswalk on Lafayette Boulevard and will cross the Lee Drive triangle to 
the monument (yellow line). Three wayside exhibits will be installed near the monument (orange 

arrow). 
 

 
Looking east from Lafayette Boulevard to the Coolidge Dedication Monument. The new 

pedestrian trail will connect with a new crosswalk on Lafayette Boulevard and will cross the Lee 
Drive triangle to the monument (yellow line). Three wayside exhibits will be installed near the 
monument (orange arrow). The American hollies the provide the backdrop for the monument 

will be and replaced with Meserve hollies. 



 

 
Looking southeast at the Coolidge Dedication Monument. The American hollies the provide the 

backdrop for the monument will be and replaced with Meserve hollies. 
 

 
Looking south along the north arm of the Lee Drive entrance. Wood or recycled wood bollards 
will be installed on the inside of the north arm, along the edge of the pavement (orange arrows). 

 
 
 
 



 
The Coolidge Dedication Monument 

 
 


